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Black Carbon (BC)
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Carcinogen linked to adverse
respiratory and cardiovascular effects
Strong climate forcer
BC emissions from gas flaring
operations not well characterized

•
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Flare in Crossflow Simulations
Flare simulations used to generate model signals and test
accuracy of TDLAS/LOSA algorithms in reproducing data

Typically estimated using crude
emission factors (EFs)

Plume sampling to estimate EFs
rely on spatial- and temporalcorrelation of species

LES flare simulations at different crossflow velocities (courtesy of U. Utah)
Gas Flaring in Upstream Oil &
Gas Industry

•

H2O / Soot Correlation Measurement
TDLAS and LOSA techniques combined to measure in-situ
time-varying concentrations of H2O and soot
Plume transmissivity measured at two wavelengths in near-IR
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Modelled signals include random errors in background H2O
concentration and photodiode detector noise
Optimization to determine effective column distribution
(temperature and concentrations) to measured spectra

Simulation Results

•
•

Mean soot volume fraction estimated to within 0.2 ppb
Mean (line-of-sight) H2O concentrations typically within 5%
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Schematic of simultaneous measurement system

Soot Detection – LOSA

•

Line-of-Sight Attenuation – relates optical transmissivity to
soot volume fraction through Rayleigh-Debye-Gans light
scattering theory for fractal aggregates
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Simulated measurement results of path-averaged soot / H2O
concentrations closely match simulation data

Soot attenuation present at both wavelengths

•
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Comparison of actual H2O spectra versus column-fit results

Relationship must be established between soot optical properties at
𝜆1 and 𝜆2 to isolate for H2O absorption signal

H2O Detection – TDLAS
Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy – BeerLambert’s Law relates optical transmissivity to gas properties

Next Steps

•

•

Measured spectral peaks (left), associated linestrength (right,
proxy for temperature scaling)

•

Given non-uniform properties, must fit measured spectral
peaks to peaks generated for an assumed distribution

•

Fit to column (tophat) distribution

Correlation measurements on labscale turbulent flare

•

Test on variety of fuel mixtures
found in upstream oil and gas flaring
operations

Potential to miniaturize and mount
on drone for field-measured
correlations
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